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		 					Composition	Studio	Recital		 														 May	22,	2016	8:00	p.m.	Harper	Hall	and	Memorial	Chapel	 	
Wanderland	 Madeleine	Moran		Delaney	Olsen,	oboe			
Magnificat	 Dominic	Ellis		Garrett	Evans,	soprano	saxophone	Colin	Parsons,	alto	saxophone	Matt	Wolke,	tenor	saxophone	Shasta	Tresan,	baritone	saxophone			
Cerebral	Gestures	 Isaac	Mayhew		Morgen	Moraine,	trumpet	Emma	Jensen,	horn	Laura	Van	Asten,	trombone	Sean	Goldman,	vibraphone			
Onibaba	 Christian	Carroll		Elyse	Brotzman,	flute	Nebal	Maysaud,	oboe	Jacy	Martin,	clarinet	John	O'Neill,	horn	Andrew	Hill,	bassoon	Nic	Bizub,	conductor			
Etude	on	Patience	 Nebal	Maysaud		Tim	Carrigg,	kazoo	Christian	Carroll,	guitar	Nic	Bizub,	viola	David	Voss,	mandolin				 	--------	BRIEF	INTERMISSION	--------	
Damascus	Catalyst	 Christina	Hanson		Solaris	Winds:	Emma	Reading,	flute	Maralee	Mindock,	oboe	Sasha	Higgins,	clarinet	Brittany	Neil,	french	horn	Stuart	Young,	bassoon	
	
All	or	None	 Madeleine	Moran		 (text	and	music)		Madeleine	Moran,	voice	Tony	Cardella,	piano	Wendell	Leafstedt,	violin	Julia	Johnson,	cello			 --------	BRIEF	PAUSE	--------			
(For	the	following	piece,	please	kindly	proceed	to	the	Memorial	Chapel.)		 	 	
Omnia	Sacrae	 Nebal	Maysaud		Sam	Buse,	organ	Elijah	Kuhaupt,	organ					Many	thanks	to	Professors	Andy	Mast,	Howard	Niblock,	Erin	Lesser,	Kathrine	Handford,	and	Sumner	Truax	for	their	coaching	time	and	support.			
